Applications

- Prewarming
- Heating
- Shrinkig
- Sticking
- Curing
- Detaching
- Splintering
- Burning
- Removing
- Separating
- Fusing
- Plasticizing
- Sterilizing
- Smoothing
- Driving
- Accelerating
- Melting
- Connecting
- Simulating
- Dripping
- Sparking
- Igniting
- Burning
- Removing
- Separating
- Fusing
- Pasteurizing
- Sterilizing
- Smoothing
- Shining
- Accelerating
- Dissolving
- Connecting
- Simulating
- De-icing

Industries

- Packaging
- Food
- Beverage
- Plastics
- Automotive
- Construction
- Bio mass heating
- Furniture
- Electronics
- Logistics
- Photovoltaics
- Foundry
- Pharmaceutics
- Printing
- Electrical equipment
- Metal
- Paper
- Cosmetics
- Textiles
- Chemicals
- Solar
- Petrochemical
- Pharmaceutical
- Automation
- Electronics
- Lighting
- Electrical equipment
- Metal
- Paper
- Cosmetics
- Textiles
- Chemicals

For application and product examples see back side.